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 It is the sixth largest airport in Belgium, after Brussels Airport, Antwerp Airport, Charleroi Airport, Ostend Airport and
East/West of Brussels Airport. It is also the second biggest cargo airport in Belgium after Antwerp Airport. Brussels Airport is
the most important airport in Belgium and serves as a hub for the low-cost airlines Ryanair and Brussels Airlines. The airport

was opened in 1930, when it was named International Airport and had a surface of and a terminal for Belgian and international
airlines with a capacity for 1,600 passengers. After the expansion of Brussels Airport in 1980 and the opening of the current
main terminal, Brussels Airport became the second largest airport in Belgium. In 1996, with the opening of the international

cargo terminal, Brussels Airport was the second biggest cargo airport in Belgium. The airport covers with one terminal building
(2.5 million square feet) and one cargo terminal. The terminal is in operation twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. It is
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the headquarters of the KLM Group, Lufthansa Cargo, Brussels Airlines, OpenSkies, TNT Aviation Services and Belair
Aviation Services. Operations There are direct flights to over 150 destinations in Europe, North Africa, Central America, the
Caribbean, North America, South America and Asia. The airport has regular cargo flights to Far East and Oceania and is also
the hub for transport of the Belgian Armed Forces with the C-17A Globemaster III. Transport The airport is located on the

Brussels-Zaventem urban area. The airport is accessible by public transportation. By train, the airport is a 15-minute ride from
the Central Station on the Ypres-Zeebrugge railway. There is a free shuttle bus service between the airport and Brussels North
station every 15 minutes from 06:00 to 00:00. In summer (usually June through September), the service operates at half-hour

intervals. There is also a transportator between the airport and the Brussels North and South stations by the Brussels public
transport system. The Brussels Airport Express connects the airport with the centre of Brussels in 14 minutes. The airport also

has a metro link with Brussels Airport and Brussels North station. The metro operates at 05:00 to 00:00 and the airport is a
25-minute ride from Brussels South station. Brussels Airport is also served by the Brussels Airport City Shuttle, which provides

transport from Brussels North 82157476af
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